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Card Factory IPO
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FIRM PROFILE
STJ Advisors is an independent global capital 

markets advisory firm. We provide expert and 

independent advice, innovative solutions 

and specialist transaction management 

services, only for issuers and shareholders, on 

all equity and debt capital markets activities. 

STJ offers an unrivalled capital markets 

experience with a significant number of 

professionals who have led capital markets 

teams in the global investment banks.

STJ’s only business is providing independent 

capital markets advice. Capital markets 

transactions, and particularly IPOs, are 

“mission critical”. STJ helps to structure and 

manage the offering process working with 

the investment banks to create greater 

transparency and hence control for issuers 

over the crucial decisions required in any 

offering – including bank selection and 

mandate, investor targeting and subsequent 

education, timing, sizing, price range setting 

and pricing, investor allocation and after-

market trading.  

By ensuring that the broadest possible investor 

universe is well educated on a company’s 

capital markets offering and investment 

case and that there is an informed feedback 

process between investors and issuers, STJ 

helps to promote an optimised negotiation 

process between willing buyers and willing 

sellers and hence helps to create more 

successful “win-win” transactions. 

DEAL OVERVIEW
Card Factory is the UK’s leading specialist retailer of greeting cards operating with over 

700 stores nationwide. It offers a strong combination of revenue growth, attractive profit 

margins, and consistently strong cash generation and shareholder returns.

In May 2014, Card Factory and its shareholders (including Charterhouse, Founders and 

Management) successfully completed the IPO of the Company on the Main Board of 

the London Stock Exchange raising gross proceeds of £297 million. STJ Advisors acted as 

independent advisor to the Company and its shareholders.

  

Pricing the transaction in the second quarter of 2014 was an achievement in itself. A 

strong syndicate of banks (Morgan Stanley, UBS, Nomura and Investec), worked with the 

Company to achieve a successful pricing despite significant weakness in the UK equity 

markets and against a volatile macro-economic background. 50% of UK IPOs announced 

in May subsequently failed to price. 

A proactive approach by Card Factory and its advisers achieved success against this 

background:

● Despite a significant lack of investor knowledge (both in the UK and internationally) 

 on the attractive UK greeting card market, Card factory’s compelling investment 

 case attracted broad investor interest 

● A core group of investors was educated on the Card Factory story over many 

 months in advance of the IPO providing key “anchor” demand

● An accelerated timetable maximised Card Factory’s access to the available 

 post-Easter IPO window; 

● Valuation feedback from investors was used to set a reasonable valuation 

 range (that gave flexibility in the event of market deterioration during demand 

 bookbuilding)

● A flexible deal size meant the offer could be right-sized to the investor demand 

 received 

● A quality shareholder register was established and complemented during the trading 

 up to the first positive results announcement from the Company in September.

A transparent dialogue between issuer and investors, meant Card Factory was able to take 

informed decisions on the key aspects of the IPO process; and despite continued market 

turbulence, ultimately deliver a successful IPO with a win-win outcome for existing and new 

investors.

 

The Card Factory IPO provides a positive backdrop for the expected increased level of UK 

IPO activity in the first quarter of 2015. Assuming stable market conditions, we expect issuers 

will seek to take advantage of early market windows to launch IPOs ahead of the UK May 

elections. 


